
Underwater Creatures 
  Cooking food from around 

the world 
     Making a tomb/pyramid Roman catapults    

    Design and cook a 

healthy meal      
Indian cuisine   
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Vocabulary 

slice cut (something, especially food) into slices  

roll flatten (something) by passing a roller over it  

knead  
to work dough by pressing, folding, and 

stretching.  

melt make or become liquefied by heat 

crush 
to reduce to smaller pieces by pounding or 
grinding  

cream to work or blend to the consistency of cream  

season 
to give food more flavour or zest by add-

ing ingredients  

grate  
to reduce to small pieces by rubbing on 

something rough  

combine mix or blend together 

preheat 
to heat (an oven) to a  temperature before 

using for cooking  

  

contain foods from the five food groups:  starchy 
carbohydates, fruit and vegetables, proteins such as beans, 
eggs, fish or meat, oils and fats, and dairy or dairy 
alternatives.   We should try to choose foods lower in fats, 
salt and sugars and aim to drink between 6 and 8 glasses of 
water a day.  

Recipes provide a set of instructions for how to cook different 
foods.    Some foods, particularly fruit and vegetables, need 
to be peeled and chopped before they can be added to many 
dishes.  Sharp kitchen knives need to be used to cut harder 
vegetables and there are safety procedures that must be 
followed when using these as they can be dangerous.    

Some foods can be eaten raw and others require cooking.  
One way to cook food is to bake it in an oven.  To use an 
oven, you must first preheat it which means you must turn it 
on and let it heat up to the temperature that you need it to be 
at to cook your food.   When taking things out of the oven, 
the tray and the food will be very hot so you must wear oven 
gloves to protect your hands from the heat so you don’t burn 
yourself.     

Some foods need to be melted so that they can be mixed 
together more easily.  A microwave can do this quickly.  A 
wooden spoon can be used to combine ingredients together 
by mixing or stirring.    A grater is a device that has a surface 
covered with holes edged by slightly raised cutting edges 
and is used to grate cheese.  Grating means making the food 
into small shreds.  

Some foods are sweet and some are savoury.  Sweet foods 
often contain a lot of sugar and are most often consumed as 
a dessert or snack.   Savoury foods are spicy or salty or 
otherwise not sweet. Our lunch and dinner meals are 
savoury.   

 

I need to do: 
 
Select from and use a range of tools and 
equipment to perform practical tasks  
 
Use the basic principles of a healthy and 
varied diet to prepare dishes 
 
Understand where food comes from 

Prior knowledge: 
 

 

Can I roll dough to make pizza? 
Can I cut vegetables and prepare 

rice to roll my own sushi? 

Can I prepare the different layers to 

make Nanaimo bars? 

Can I thinly slice plantains  and use an 

oven to bake them into chips? 

Can I use a grater to prepare a plate of 

oven-baked nachos.  

Can I bake traditional ANZAC    

biscuits? 

I need to know: 
 

All  food comes from plants or animals 
originally. Food also has to be farmed, 
grown elsewhere (e.g. home) or caught.  
People in different countries eat some of 
the same things that we eat and some 
food that is different to what we eat.   In 
hotter countries, different fruit and 
vegetables grow and people use 
different ways of cooking and even 
eating food.    

It is important for humans to eat a 
balanced diet.  A healthy plate should 


